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It is interesting that today’s DIG is being hosted at the National Endowment for the Arts again. Because several 
years ago, I came across a Print magazine article published in August 1973 titled, Design and the Federal 
Government, by Neil Kleinman. The article was about the First Federal Design Assembly, which was an attempt 
in the 1970s to upgrade government design. 
The purpose of the Assembly was to begin the process of showing federal administrators that “good design 
is good government.” Nancy Hanks, head of the National Endowment for the Arts welcomed 1,000 designers 
and federal administrators and a recording by President Nixon was played in support of good federal design. 
He said, “Design can save money, time and can immeasurably enhance communication and understanding.”
That article echoed my own perceptions of having worked in a vacuum for many years, and sparked my passion 
to establish a modern Design In Government community. DIG has become possible due to the desire of the 
federal design community and those that partner with us, who continue to volunteer their time as you have done 
today, and come together unconditionally to share and learn best practices as part of a design community. 
DIG affords the design community, from within and outside the federal government, the means to discuss 
industry trends, challenges and opportunities. The desire for collaboration is indisputable, by DIG’s attendance. 
I continue to be an advocate for looking beyond our different boxes of organizations, titles and politics, that 
too often divide us. By coming together and sharing best practices we help make design in government more 
powerful and valuable.
What started as a grassroots effort, a few ants with zero money, no mandates, no layers of bureaucracy for 
approval, and still with no website, staffing, or even fancy offices, DIG keeps expanding and plans are under 
way to launch DIG Canada in Fall 2018 and talks of a DIG Europe. 
Together we have grown the DIG community and your participation is greatly valued.
John Jacobin 
DiG Organizer

Special thanks to...
… the Adobe team —Vanessa B. Dewey, Sara 

Halvorson, Emily Timmerman, Clint Funk and 
Jerry Silverman—for facilitating the first Creative 
Jam at DIG

… the National Endowment for the Arts for their 
generosity in welcoming DIG to their facility for 
two consecutive years, and specially to Courtney 
Spearman

… the afternoon DIG Speakers — Lee Andrese, Matt 
Kapolwitz, Anna Monroe and Ashley Axios  — 
who shared their valuable time and expertise in 
support of our DIG community

… the leadership who encouraged and allowed 
individuals to attend DIG

… the industry’s DIG advocates and supporters such 
as professional trade associations, organizations 
and vendors for graciously helping with networking 
and sharing best practices, most specially to Lee 
Andrese and Jessica Adams from Aquent (50 
bonus points to Jessica for longest distance driven).

… the DIG VIS Design Support Team: Angie Rohlfs, 
IRS and Jesús Cudemus, NTSB.

Additional thanks to…
… everyone who has continued to volunteer in 2017–

18 as a member of a working group to help build 
ONE Federal Design Resource Design Standard 
Center

… each individual who helped with the IT coordination, 
preparation of the agenda, signage and design 
or who provided a helping hand to make this DIG 
possible

… the building’s security and cafeteria staff, for 
keeping us comfortable and safe.

And last but not least…
… thanks to you, the attendees, for your interest 

and participation in raising the value of Design in 
Government through collaboration

… and as always, thanks to the ants,  
for their inspiring sense of  
community and collaboration.

Agenda



Morning Challenge Session
9:00AM . . .  Adobe Creative Cloud  

Bootcamp | Creative Jam
 Nine teams start the morning with a Creative Cloud Bootcamp where Adobe experts share the latest 
and greatest tips, tricks and essential knowledge needed to compete in the First DIG Creative Jam.
Bootcamp: Clint Funk, Senior Solutions Consultant, Public Sector
Adobe Team:  Vanessa B. Dewey, Sr. Product Marketing Manger; Sara Halvorson, Marketing 

Coordinator; Emily Timmerman, Customer Success Manager; Jerry Silverman, 
Senior Product Marketing Manager for Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise

Teams:   Alex Bracey, Fincen; Amira Choueiki Boland, GSA; Andrew Clay,  IRS; Andrew 
Ladson, MCC; Arlene Hernandez, USAgov; Ashleigh Ingram, US Dept of Labor; 
Bello Adekunle, NSF; Bruce Boyd, Bureau of Labor Statistics; Bruce Simmons, IRS; 
Christy Spangler, NTSB; CJ Howard, DOT/OST; David Chandler, IRS; David Jones, 
Veterans Affairs; David Kaufmann, GSA; Donnisha Beverly, IRS; Gilda Jimenez, 
US Navy; Gordon Wilson, DON NAVSEA; Hannah Koenig, US Dept of State; Jairo 
Pichardo, US Dept of the Navy; Janet Sweeney, US Census Bureau; Jeremy Caldwell, 
CBP; Jesús Cudemus, NTSB; Jinling Elliott, CFPB; Julia Mendez, IRS; Kimber 
Ross, Economic Research Service, USDA; Lindsay Eagle, US Dept of Labor; Lisa 
Aird, HUD; Maria Marrero, GSA; Maryetta Lancaster, DVA; Matthew Ford, GSA; 
Miranda Gabbard, Veterans Affairs; Puthorn Suwannasingh, GSA; Rania Hassan, 
National Archives; Richard Shacklette, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; 
Rochelle Myers, OST/Dept of Transportation HDQ; Sinclair Patrick, US Dept of 
Labor; Taunisha Gates, Census Bureau; Tera Parekh, TSA; Teresra Jackson, USDA 
Forest Service; Terri Kaas, US Navy; Vikki Porter, Government Accountability Office.

Afternoon Agenda
1:00–1:45 PM . .DIG General Session | Breakout | Networking
1:45–3:45 PM . .Speakers | Presentations | Voting | Awards

Opening Remarks
John Jacobin, DIG Organizer

John Jacobin is the creator and 
organizer of DIG – Design in 
Government. For over 30 years, 
John has worked within the feder-
al design space overseeing the 
integrity of published and digital 

products while championing design standards. 
John presented at the White House to the President’s 
Management Council (PMC) on Design and Public 
Policy to help build institutional-level support for de-
sign in federal government by sharing stories of how 
design can change government and public experi-
ences. After completing his Bachelor’s degree in 
Design here in the U.S., he continued his training 
abroad at Ecole Des Beaux Art, in France. He also 
completed the Business Perspectives for Creative 
Leaders AIGA Program at the Yale School of 
Management. In February 2017, John volunteered 
to coach government designers on how to effective-
ly tell their story at the first AIGA DotGov Design 
Fundamentals of Design in Government program.

A Brief(ish) History of Design in 
Federal Government 
Courtney Spearman, Design Specialist, 
National Endowment for the Arts

Courtney Spearman manages the 
Design program for the National 
Endowment for the Arts, 
overseeing the NEA’s relationship 
with and support for the design 
field across the country and 

managing the Art Works Design grant program. 
Trained as a landscape architect and architectural 
historian, Courtney came to the NEA after working 
for The Cultural Landscape Foundation, a DC-
based non-profit focused on raising awareness 
about design landscapes. She has also worked in 
practice at EDAW/AECOM in Alexandria, VA. Before 
returning to graduate school, she worked for a small 
tech start-up in Houston and London doing project 
management and product development, and for 
several Houston museums and art galleries. She 
has masters degrees in landscape architecture and 
architectural history from the University of Virginia, 
and bachelors degrees in history and art and art 
history from Rice University. 

CommUNITY OF Storytellers 
Lee Andrese, Vice President, Aquent Studios 
Federal 

While designers may develop 
great stories for clients, many 
miss the opportunity to articulate 
their own stories and the value 
they provide. Today, Lee Andrese 
shares the PAR formula – an easy, 

effective way to demonstrate your value by organiz-
ing thoughts and crafting powerful, memorable, re-
peatable stories. Using a common language, like 
the PAR formula, will help us build value as a design 
community, as leaders and individual contributors. 
We make a difference, and our stories need to re-
flect that. 

Lee’s mission is to evangelize the importance and 
value of the professional designer. She elevates 
the impact of design in government and industry by 
crafting stories that demonstrate how design solu-
tions, simple to complex, can solve problems. As a 
certified usability analyst, former high school teach-
er, and published author, Lee makes learning how 
to tell your story a little easier and a lot more fun! 

Disabilities 101 for  
Graphic Designers
Matt Kapolwitz, Founder & Creative Director, 
Bridge Multimedia

It takes more than a checklist of 
standards and specifications to 
create brilliantly conceived and 
designed print and digital 
materials that are accessible to 
individuals with special needs. 

Talent, empathy, and an artistic perspective are 
crucial. This dynamic session will provide a unique 
insight into how individuals with sensory, cognitive, 
and physical disabilities perceive elements of 
graphic design, and how your design can engage 
all populations within: page layouts, visual do’s and 
don’ts, color selections, font selections, and web 
and social navigation

Join nationally recognized accessibility expert 
Matthew Kaplowitz, President of Bridge Multimedia, 
one of the largest producers of accessible media 
content in the U.S. Matt will provide a walkthrough of 
the major disabilities categories––from the graphic 
designer’s perspective. Then he’ll deconstruct de-
sign examples that are disability-friendly, providing 
an informative and creative interactive experience.

Matt is Founder and Creative Director of Bridge 
Multimedia, an international organization that pro-
vides accessibility strategy and implementation, 
and produces fully accessible print, digital, and 
broadcast content for federal agencies including 
the Dept. of Education, the FCC and NIH; non-profits 
such as the American Foundation for the Blind and 

the Special Olympics; NGOs such as FHI360, major 
financial institutions, corporations such as Carnival 
Cruise Lines and McDonalds; and TV networks in-
cluding as CBS, NBC, ABC, PBS and Telemundo.

Service Design:  
Concept, Craft, & Content
Ana Monroe, Service Designer

The Lab at OPM is a prominent 
representative of the growing field 
of Service Design. And, as this 
growth continues, Service 
Designers increasingly find them-
selves asked to define their disci-

pline and place their work in terms of other, more 
traditional design sectors. In reply, this talk will offer 
brief and exploratory thoughts on the following ques-
tions: What is Service Design, as a concept? What is 
the craft of Service Design? And what are some ex-
amples of Service Design in action? The latter will 
draw from the Lab’s portfolio with agencies such as 
VA and GSA to show the work of Service Designers 
throughout the Federal space.

Ana Monroe is a Service Designer for The Lab at 
OPM, where she works with a variety of Federal 
clients including the Centers for Disease Control 
and the Department of Veterans Affairs. With train-
ing as both Historian (Columbia College, Columbia 
University, 2004) and Futurist (MFA-STEM, Media 
Design, 2016), she attempts to address the com-
plex future through the lens of the complex past. She 
draws inspiration from glossy magazines, working 
with her hands, and interacting with humans. Yes, 
her hair really is grey, and no, she doesn’t know why.

Inclusive by Design
Ashleigh Axios, Creative Director, Digital 
Strategist, Designer, Maker

Good design is inclusive. What 
comes to mind when you read in-
clusion? Is it race? Gender? 
Hiring practices? Team dynam-
ics? Ashleigh believes thatinclu-
sion doesn’t bring to mind our 

customers — with their vast array of individual char-
acteristics and needs — nearly as often as it should. 
And this is just one of the first roadblocks to creating 
successful campaigns, products, and even brands.

Ashleigh Axios is an international speaker, strate-
gic creative, and an advocate for design’s ability to 
break barriers and create positive social change. 
She leads The Studio for Automattic, a company 
with the mission to democratize publishing and 
commerce. She is a board member for AIGA, the 
professional association of design, and an edito-
rial board member for Design Observer. Ashleigh 
served as the creative director and a digital strat-
egist for the Obama White House, in the first-ever 
Office of Digital Strategy.

Welcome to

Today’s agenda is 
to have you walk 

away with a better 
understanding of 
your value as a 

designer, by sharing 
a simple, yet powerful 

formula to tell your 
professional story, 

taking a deeper dive 
into how individuals 

with sensory, 
cognitive, and 

physical disabilities 
perceive elements 
of graphic design, 

and how your design 
can engage all 

populations.

DIG events are 
designed to provide 

you with ideas to 
help you increase 

the value of design 
and contribute to 

making positive and 
meaningful changes 
in Government for 
your agency, your 

career and the 
American people.


